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Introduction

Qubit readout is a crucial part of quantum information processing. To de-
termine the result of a quantum algorithm [1] or implement Quantum Error
Correction (QEC) [2, 3], single-shot readout is an essential tool. Multiple
trapped ions in linear chains can be used for universal quantum computa-
tion [4] or quantum simulation [5]. Further, quantum simulations can also be
performed with 2D ion crystals [6] and neutral atoms [7]. In all of these sys-
tems, state discrimination is achieved by detection of optical fluorescence.
High-fidelity readout is required to reach the threshold for fault tolerant
quantum computation [8]. Often, this threshold is stated with infidelities
lower than 10−4 per single shot readout operation [9]. Most QEC codes rely
on real time feedback based on error syndrome extraction by measurement
of ancilla qubits [10]. The fidelity and duration of ancilla readout limits
the overall fidelity of such algorithms. Hence, real time state detection with
minimal latency is required. For single ions, readout has been realized with
high fidelities and low latencies using a Photo-Multiplier-Tube (PMT) [11].
In a scalable architecture with many qubits, parallel readout offers a great
speed up compared to serial readout. Detectors with spatial resolution are
required to perform parallel readout of multiple qubits, but face the issue
of optical cross talk between neighboring ions that reduces readout fidelity.
Parallel readout of trapped ions has been achieved using multi-channel PMT
arrays [4, 12] with low latency but limited fidelity. High-fidelity parallel read-
out has been performed with Electron-Multiplying Charge Coupled Devices
(EMCCD) [13, 14], but latencies are typically high since images are post-
processed on a PC.

In this work, I explore the possibility of using a readout device consisting
of a commercially available EMCCD or CMOS (complementary metal-oxide-
semiconductor) camera in combination with image processing on a Field-
Programmable Gate Array (FPGA). I conclude that, in contrast to other
approaches, this offers a scalable solution towards low-latency and high-
fidelity parallel ion readout. Our readout device acts as a standalone device
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complementary to existing experiment control systems. A typical experi-
ment setup of ion traps for quantum information processing consists of the
following components [15]: In Paul traps, ions are confined in linear chains
using time-varying electrical fields. Lasers are aimed at the trap sites to
cool the motion of the ions and manipulate their internal (electronic) states.
Electronic energy levels are used to define qubits, initialized by optical pump-
ing. Single qubit gates can be realized by coupling to electro-magnetic fields
like lasers or microwave radiation. Interactions between qubits for multi-
qubit gates are mediated by additional use of the common motion of the ion
chain. Projective measurement of internal states is achieved by driving elec-
tronic cycling transitions that induce state-dependent fluorescence, which is
recorded by detectors. A classical experiment control system is used to con-
trol laser systems and the trap in real time. In our lab, we have an existing
setup that uses a fast CPU interfacing an FPGA that implements automated
calibration, measurement sequences, and feedback with low latencies [16]. As
a proof of principle for camera-based readout with low latencies, I interface
an EMCCD camera with an FPGA and verify an FPGA implementation
of a fast state discrimination algorithm. A tool is developed to simulate
the readout and noise characteristics of EMCCDs and CMOS. Using these
simulations, I conclude that with our EMCCD-based readout device we can
achieve parallel readout of up to 60 bright ions in a linear chain with an
upper-bound infidelity of 10−4 in 225 µs.

The thesis has the following outline: First, I discuss the experimental
parameters that are relevant for readout of trapped ions in Chapter 1. In
Chapter 2, I explain the technical details of our FPGA implementation per-
forming the state analysis. I introduce the readout fidelity and state discrim-
ination time as a measure for the quality of a readout device in Chapter 3.
In Chapter 4, I simulate our EMCCD-based readout device and predict its
performance. I further compare EMCCD to CMOS and multi-channel PMT
detectors and discuss their suitability for parallel readout.
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Chapter 1

Readout Parameters

In this chapter, I give a detailed description of experimental parameters
which are relevant for the readout in ion-trap experiments. Based on typ-
ical setups in our labs [17], I present an effort towards low-latency parallel
readout of ions using EMCCDs and FPGAs. The parameters influence the
quality and speed of our readout device discussed in Chapter 3. The formu-
las derived and referenced in this chapter are used for numerical simulations
in Chapter 4, with values presented in Table 4.1 and 4.2.

The structure of this chapter follows the light emitted by 40Ca+ ions
which is turned into digital signals in a detector and used to determine the
ion states. I will describe each relevant element from the atom, imaging sys-
tem, detector, and state analysis to quantitatively understand this process.
The spatial distribution of ion signals on the detector is of particular interest
for parallel readout. Due to the diffraction limit of the imaging system, the
spatial distributions from multiple ions in a string overlap. This optical cross
talk poses a challenge for parallel readout since it reduces the ion readout
fidelity depending on the state of its neighbors, see Section 4.1. To quantify
the single-shot readout fidelity, the detector signal needs to be character-
ized shot-by-shot. For this, the count distributions for EMCCD, PMT and
CMOS sensors needs to be considered. Since readout speed is crucial for
measurement-based feedback loops, I investigate the camera readout time of
an EMCCD. It is determined by the clocked charge transport on the EMCCD
sensor. Further, I examine different camera interfaces and conclude that the
only interface which can meet the requirements for low-latency applications
is Camera Link. I argue that image-based state analysis is best carried out
on FPGAs, since they are orders of magnitude faster than serial processors
on PCs.
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Figure 1.1: 40Ca+ level diagram, sub-levels are not drawn for simplicity.
Shown are the lowest energy levels of the valence electron involved in defi-
nition and readout of the optical qubit. The excited state |e〉 remains dark
during readout, hence it is referred to as “dark state”, while the ground state
|g〉 is bright and referred to as “bright state”.

1.1 40Ca+ Ion

The atomic level structure of ions can be used to define qubits. Qubit read-
out can be performed by state-dependent fluorescence detection. In the
following, I explain the standard readout scheme used with calcium ions
40Ca+ [15, 18] as an example and quantify the rate of ion fluorescence.

Since 40Ca+ has no nuclear spin, the atomic energy levels show no hy-
perfine splitting and are well described by the total angular momentum
J = S + L. The eigenstates are given by LS-multiplets with standard nota-
tion n2S+1LJ , where n is the principal quantum number, S = 1/2 the total
spin for a single valence electron and L the orbital angular momentum.

Figure 1.1 shows the energy levels of the valence electron. The “optical
qubit” is encoded in any of the D5/2 levels (excited state) and S1/2 levels
(ground state). The excited state is meta-stable with a natural lifetime of
∼ 1 s1. A resonant laser on the optical quadrupole transition S ↔ D at
729 nm can be used for coherent manipulation of the qubit.

The S ↔ P transition at 397 nm is dipole-allowed and the P1/2 level

1A longer lived “microwave qubit” can be defined in the two energy levels of S1/2, which
are Zeeman split when an external magnetic field is applied. Readout of the microwave
qubit can be achieved using the standard readout scheme by first mapping it to the optical
qubit with state-selective shelving.
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decays quickly with a natural lifetime of ∼ 7.7 ns. A “readout” laser on
resonance with this transition induces natural fluorescence for the ground
state, whereas the excited state appears dark. The S ↔ P cycle is not
completely closed since there is some leakage to the D3/2 level. Therefore, a
866 nm “repump” laser is required. The state-dependent fluorescence can be
used to discriminate the qubit states and is described in [13] and Appendix
B of [19]. The fluorescence rate RB of the bright state is given by

RB = A21n2 , (1.1)

where A21 is the Einstein coefficient for the S ↔ P transition and n2 the
population of the P1/2 level. The population can be obtained by solving the
rate equations for the three levels involved in readout. Assuming that the
repump laser is driven at high intensity, and that the readout laser is close
to resonance, the population only depends on the intensity of the readout
laser I and is given by:

n2 =
(I/Isat)

1 + 4(I/Isat)
, (1.2)

where Isat is the laser saturation intensity to reach equilibrium between spon-
taneous and stimulated emission for the S ↔ P transition. This model
assumes linearly polarized lasers and ignores coherent effects.

1.2 Optics

Imaging system are used to collect ion fluorescence. Due to the diffraction
limit, the ions exhibit broad spatial features on the image plane. The overlap
of the spatial distributions is problematic for parallel readout since it causes
optical cross talk. In the following, I provide the spatial distributions of ion
images and scattered laser light. In Chapter 3.1, they are used to characterize
the contribution of ion signal, optical cross talk and background to the mean
photon number incident on a pixel.

The total collection efficiency of the imaging setup η is defined as the
ratio of the amount of fluorescence light reaching the image plane and the
total amount of fluorescence light emitted by the ions. The efficiency is
mainly limited by the small solid angle coverage of the objective.

To maximize the coverage, fluorescence light is collected with a high
numerical aperture objective. A single lens setup can be used [17], but more
complicated multi-lens systems [13] allow to change the apparent size of
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objects imaged onto the detector2. The magnification M is defined as the
ratio between the size of an object in the object plane and its apparent size
in the image plane.

The derivations of the formulas stated in the following can be found in
Section 10.2.5 and 11.3.1 in [20]. Due to the diffraction limit given by the
imaging system, the image of an ion on the detector is spread out. The
ion’s spatial distribution in the image plane is given by the Point Spread
Function (PSF) magnified by M . The PSF of a diffraction-limited system is
calculated by the squared modulus of the Fourier transform of the aperture.
For a circular aperture representing the objective, the PSF of ion k is given
by the Airy function:

Ik(rk(x, y)) =

(
2J1(r)

r

)2

, (1.3)

with

rk(x, y) =
2πNA

√
|x−xkM |2 + |y−ykM |2

λ
√

1−NA2
, (1.4)

where x and y are coordinates in the image plane, xk and yk the position of
ion k in the image plane, NA the numerical aperture of the imaging setup, λ
the fluorescence wavelength and Jn(k) the Bessel function of the n-th kind.

The spot size of an ion on the detector for a diffraction limited system
is characterized by the Airy radius RAiry, which is defined as distance from
the center to the first minimum of the Airy function

RAiry = 1.22λM

√
1−NA2

2NA
. (1.5)

The spot radius produced by a real imaging system is usually larger than
the Airy radius due to imperfections of the lenses and misalignment. For
the spot size only, I approximate the real imaging setup by a diffraction
limited system with a lower effective numerical aperture, such that resulting
Airy radius is equal to the measured spot radius. I keep using the collection
efficiency of the real imaging system, independent of the effective numerical
aperture.

Due to the ion’s spatial distribution on the detector, only a fraction of the
ion fluorescence is incident on a particular pixel. I denote the contribution

2In a setup consisting of two thin lenses for example, the first lens can be used to
collimate light, which can then be focused down by a secondary lens onto the detector.
By varying the focal length of the secondary lens and its distance to the primary lens, the
magnification can be changed, see Section 5.2.3 in [20]
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from ion k to a detector with dimension Px and Py (e.g. pixel ij) by the
weight wijk . I calculate it by integration of the PSF over the detector area in
the image plane

wijk = C

∫ Px

0

∫ Py

0
Ik(x, y)dxdy . (1.6)

I normalize the weight such that a detector of infinite size has weight 1.
This rescaling ensures that the total amount of fluorescence rate reaching
the image plane is maintained and given by RBη. For the Airy function, the
norm is given by

C−1 =

∫ ∞
−∞

∫ ∞
−∞

I(x, y)dxdy = 2λ2M2 (1−NA2)

2πNA2 . (1.7)

Not only the ions, but also laser light that is scattered at the trap elec-
trodes is imaged onto the detector. It depends strongly on the trap archi-
tecture and contributes to the background signal. Since the detector only
needs to be sensitive to the frequency of fluorescence light for readout, any
reflections from other frequencies (e.g. repump laser) can be filtered out.

I assume that the intensity of scattered light from the readout laser IL =
RL~ω is uniform in the area around the ions in the object plane. Thus its
spatial distribution is uniform with value 1. The contribution to a detector
with dimension Px and Py is given by the weight uij . It is the integral of the
uniform spatial distribution over the detector area and given by

uij =
1

M2

∫ Px

0

∫ Py

0
1dxdy =

PxPy
M2

, (1.8)

where the rescaling factor 1/M2 comes from the fact that the intensity of
scattered laser light is constant in the object plane for M = 1.

1.3 Detector

The fluorescence light captured by the imaging system is registered by de-
tectors. In this section, I focus on EMCCD cameras, but also compare it to
other sensors technologies. Understanding the working principle of sensors
allows us to simulate the detection process and explore their limitations in
both quality and speed in Chapter 4.

For all detectors, the detection process is based on converting photons to
electrons via the photoelectric effect. This conversion happens with a cer-
tain probability, characterized by the quantum efficiency Q of the detector.
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The quantum efficiency generally depends on the frequency of incident light.
Including calcium, all ions suitable for trapped ion quantum information ex-
periments have similar cyclic readout schemes with fluorescence light in the
UV to blue region from 150 to 450 nm3.

1.3.1 EMCCD

In the following, I explain the sensor architecture of Electron-Multiplying
Charge Coupled Devices (EMCCD). Due to their sensor structure, EMC-
CDs exhibit both benefits and disadvantages. The relevant noise sources
in EMCCD are internal Clock Induce Charge (CIC) noise, readout noise,
which can be suppressed by electron multiplication, and excess noise, which
arises due to the probabilistic gain process. The shot-by-shot signal is char-
acterized by the pixel count distributions taking into account the EMCCD
noise properties. As an approximation, I use the Poisson-Gamma-Normal
(PGN) model, which allows for an efficient numerical implementation of the
distributions. Since low-latency is a main design criteria, the camera read-
out speed is crucial. The camera readout time of a Frame Transfer (FT)
EMCCD is limited by an analog bottleneck that requires all electrons to be
transported from the image area to the Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC)
by a clocked process.

Sensor Architecture

In general, Charge Coupled Devices (CCD) control the movement of electri-
cal charge by modifying potential wells created with gate electrodes. They
are most commonly used for digital imaging. Electron multiplication (EM)
CCDs [21] are a special type of CCDs that reduce readout noise, see below.

Photons are converted to electrons during the exposure and collected in
the image area. They are then transported from the image area to a readout
zone, where they are converted to digital values. The light-sensitive image
area consists of pixels in either a one dimensional array (line sensor)4 or in
a two dimensional array (area sensor). This gives EMCCD cameras spatial
resolution. Most EMCCD cameras on the market are Frame Transfer (FT),
see Fig. 1.2. They feature a second “storage” area of the same size as the
image area. This enables the implementation of an electronic shutter to end

3See http://iontrap.umd.edu/resources-2/periodic-table/ for a compilation of different
ions and their level structure.

4Line sensors tend to have lower readout times. However, I don’t consider them in this
project, since EMCCD line sensors are not available on the market at the time of writing.
CCD and CMOS line sensors are typically too noisy for ion readout.
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the exposure by quickly moving the electrons from the image area to the
storage area.

I now discuss the different noise sources in EMCCDs. Electrons are con-
verted to voltage with a charge amplifier. This process is generally noisy and
gives some uncertainty in the number of electrons. I refer to it as readout
noise σ in the following. The voltage is then digitalized in an Analog-to-
Digital Converter (ADC). Readout noise in CCD cameras is on the order
of a few electrons per pixel. To make a camera that is not limited by this,
the readout noise is effectively reduced by adding a large number of EM
registers before the ADC. In each of these “gain registers”, the electrons are
multiplied by impact ionization, producing an electron avalanche. The EM
gain factor G is defined as the mean number of output electrons after the
gain stages for a single input electron. Typically, EM gains of up to 5000 can
be achieved. The amplifier readout noise is superimposed onto thousands of
electrons after the gain registers, rather than single electrons before. The
effective readout noise is given by

σeff =
σ

G
. (1.9)

This gain process from impact ionization is stochastic in each gain regis-
ter, resulting in a probabilistic distribution of output electrons. This uncer-
tainty in the number of output electrons given the input electrons introduces
an additional noise factor in EMCCDs, which I refer to as excess noise.

EMCCD cameras have two additional internal noise sources. Both of
them produce unwanted electrons before the gain registers that do not stem
from photons and add to the background signal. I do not consider spurious
charge at or after the gain stages in my models. Caused by a similar effect
that provides the gain for electron multiplication, Clock Induced Charges
(CIC) can be produced when photoelectrons are moved from one pixel to
another. The CIC noise is independent of exposure time and is introduced
for each pixel as λCIC. Electrons can also be created from thermal energy
within the CCD structure itself. Thermal dark counts increase with expo-
sure time. Since EMCCD sensors are actively cooled and typical exposure
times for ion readout short, the contribution from thermal dark currents is
negligible.

Due to the EMCCD sensor architecture, all pixels pass through the same
amplifier and ADC. This has a negative effect since it forms an analog bot-
tleneck that limits the readout speed, but it also guarantees almost perfect
uniformity over the whole sensor. To achieve fast readout, the ADC needs
to run at higher frequencies (fh), resulting in higher readout noise, which
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Figure 1.2: Architecture of a Frame Transfer EMCCD camera. Shown is the
path of signal from photoelectrons to digital values. This process involves the
relevant noise sources and gives rise to the camera readout time. Photoelec-
trons are accumulated in the cropped frame region (W × H pixels) during
the exposure. They are vertically shifted down by the electronic shutter
from the light-sensitive image area to the bottom of the light-proof stor-
age area. From there, each line is shifted vertically once, and horizontally
through the overscan, dummy and gain registers, where the electrons are
multiplied. Finally, electrons are converted to digital values at the amplifier
(Amp) and ADC. Labeled are all the parameters relevant for the readout fi-
delity and state discrimination time. To illustrate the electron multiplication
and charge transport, some exemplary electrons are shown as blue dots.
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can be compensated by high gains. The ADC introduces a conversion factor
β when translating electrons to counts. To ensure that counts are always
positive, an offset µ is added. Both β and mu are irrelevant for the readout
fidelity.

Pixel Count Distribution

Here I introduce a mathematical model for the count distributions of the pix-
els in an EMCCD. It incorporates all noise sources discussed in Section 1.3.1
and can be used to simulate the shot-by-shot behavior of EMCCDs sensors.

The probability density function of counts P (n|λ) for each pixel depends
on the mean photon number λ and sensor noise properties. A high-gain
approximation is given by the Poisson-Gamma-Normal (PGN) model. This
is a good approximation, since EMCCD usually run at high gains to reduce
readout noise. In the following, I give a short summary of the PGN model
derived in [22]. It is based on the following three distributions:

Firstly, a Poisson distribution with mean (and variance) λ = Qλinc +
λCIC, where Q is the quantum efficiency of the detector, λinc the mean num-
ber of incident photons and λCIC the CIC. Both the photons arriving at
the detector and CIC creation are probabilistic and governed by Poissonian
statistics. The total number of electrons before the gain registers is given as
the convolution between the two, which is a Poissonian with added mean.
The variance is referred to as “shot noise”.

Secondly, a Gamma distribution that models the stochastic electron mul-
tiplication in the gain registers. Starting from λ input electrons, its expecta-
tion value is given by λG. The variance is 2G2λ, which represents the excess
noise.

Lastly, a Normal distribution with mean µ and variance σ2 that describes
the uncertainty introduced by the readout noise.

The total probability density function is given by a composition of the
Poisson and Gamma distribution and an approximated convolution with the
Normal distribution. It results in the following formula:

PPGN(n|λ) =



1√
2πσ

exp
(
−λ− (β(n− µ))2

2σ2

)
n− µ ≤ 0

1√
2πσ

exp
(
−λ− (β(n− µ))2

2σ2

)
+

2

G
Fχ(2λ; 4, 2β(n− µ)/G)

n− µ > 0
, (1.10)
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where Fχ is the non-central χ2 distribution for 2λ with 4 degrees of freedom
and non-centrality parameter 2β(n − µ)/G. By linearity of the mean and
the Bienaymé formula [23], the PGN model has mean λG+ µ and variance
2G2λ+ σ2.

Readout Time

In the following, I derive a formula for the camera readout time of a FT EM-
CCD. It can be used to estimate the readout time of a camera based on the
sensor specifications. The proposed model is verified with a measurement of
the Andor iXon 888 camera in Section 4.2. I conclude that EMCCD read-
out times depend on the dimension, orientation and position of the cropped
frame on the sensor.

I define the detector readout time as the time after the exposure until
the last bit of information is transferred to the state analysis hardware. For
a FT EMCCD, it is limited by an analog bottleneck and determined by the
time required to transport charges from the image area to the readout zone,
see Fig. 1.2. This process is clocked, hence the transport time is given by the
clock frequencies and number of required shifts. Cameras have the option to
only read out a small part (“crop”) of the full frame. This following model
assumes that the cropped frame is placed at the bottom corner of the image
area closest to the readout zone as illustrated in Fig. 1.2. Any other position
would require further shifts and add more delay. Depending on the width
W and height H of the cropped frame, the camera readout time is given by

tread(H,W ) ≈ tS +
1

fv
SY

+
1

fh
(ND +NG)

+H

(
tvshift + (W +NO)

1

fh

)
,

(1.11)

where tS is a delay before shifting the image through the storage area, SY
the height of the storage area, ND and NG the number of dummy and gain
registers, tvshift the time for a single vertical line shift during line readout,
NO the number of overscan pixels, fv and fh the vertical and horizontal shift
frequency.

The vertical shift through the storage area is delayed and only happens
once at the beginning of the readout. The horizontal shift through the
dummy and gain registers represents a constant offset. The line readout
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is repeated for the cropped frame height. The camera readout time depends
linearly on the cropped frame size (H ×W pixels). The partial derivatives
for constant widths and heights are given by

∂tread(H,W )

∂H

∣∣∣∣
W

= tvshift + (W +NO)
1

fh
(1.12)

and
∂tread(H,W )

∂W

∣∣∣∣
H

= H

(
1

fh

)
. (1.13)

For reading out lines at constant height there is no additional shift time.
This means reading out one line is always faster than reading out one row due
to the EMCCD sensor architecture. Therefore, reading out rectangles with
dimensions W > H is faster. I only consider cropped frames with optimal
position and orientation in the following.

1.3.2 Comparison between Sensor Technologies

In this subsection, I compare EMCCD sensors to two other types of detectors.
Firstly, Multi-channel Photo-Multiplier-Tubes (PMTs), which have already
been used for parallel readout of multiple ions [4, 12]. Secondly, CMOS
(complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor) sensors, which are a promising
candidate for parallel ion readout due to their high sensitivity and poten-
tially fast camera readout. Based on the corresponding sensor technology,
I describe how the sensors can be simulated with pixel count distributions.
This knowledge is used in Section 4.3 to evaluate and compare the perfor-
mance of EMCCD, multi-channel PMT and CMOS for parallel ion readout.
Typical specifications of state-of-the-art EMCCD, multi-channel PMT and
CMOS can be found in Table 4.2.

Multi-Channel PMT

The current standard detector for single ion readout is the Photomultiplier
Tube (PMT) [11]. Due to the lack of spatial resolution, PMTs are limited to
serial ion readout. By expanding the structure, it is possible to build multi-
channel PMT array that can achieve parallel ion readout with multiple PMT
pixels [4, 12].

I now briefly discuss how multi-channel PMTs work5. On each PMT
5See https://www.hamamatsu.com/resources/pdf/etd/PMT_handbook_v3aE.pdf

and https://www.hamamatsu.com/resources/pdf/etd/LINEAR_PMT_TPMH1325E.pdf
for details.
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pixel, a photon is converted to an electron in a photocathode. The pho-
toelectron is multiplied by means of secondary electron emission at many
dynodes, resulting in an electron avalanche. The output charge is converted
to voltage using an amplifier, which is then compared to a threshold. When-
ever the threshold is reached, the PMT pixel has detected a photon and
sends out a pulse with very low latency. This enables a high resolution in
time with negligible readout times. The readout is in done parallel for all
pixels using many channels. The exposure time is the time period during
which photons are counted.

The gain process in PMT pixels is stochastic and similar to the electron
multiplication in an EMCCD, with the difference that it only ever has one
input electron. This is because PMT pixels can detect and process single
photons at a time, whereas EMCCDs accumulate many electrons during ex-
posure and process them collectively. However, multi-channel PMTs suffer
from significant electronic cross talk on the order of one percent. The elec-
tron multiplication process is violent involving high voltages and neighboring
dynodes are in close proximity. This means electrons in the multiplication
stage of one pixel can escape and jump to the multiplication stage of another
pixel. There they launch an additional electron avalanche, which can er the
threshold and give unwanted counts. In EMCCDs, electronic cross talk is
not an issue, since only a single multiplication stage is used.

Multi-channel PMTs have no internal noise sources and are limited only
by the shot noise of the incident photons. The probability density function
describing the PMT pixel counts is a Poissonian with mean Qλinc.

Compared to EMCCDs, the PMT pixel area is orders of magnitudes
larger. There are gaps between the pixels, which are of the same order of
magnitude as the pixel width. This limits the spatial resolution of multi-
channel PMTs and requires high magnifications to image linear ion chains.

CMOS

CMOS sensors [24] are an alternative to CCDs. They are integrated circuit
active-pixel sensors and manufactured using Complementary Metal-Oxide-
Semiconductor (CMOS) technology. Unlike a CCD, which is based on elec-
tron transport and serial pixel readout, each pixel in a CMOS contains its
own amplifier and ADC. The photoelectrons are read out in parallel within
each pixel and the resulting pixel values are collected in a fast digital bus.
This gets rid of the analog bottleneck and generally allows for higher readout
speeds in CMOS.

However, CMOS suffer from a low pixel uniformity [25, 26]. Due to
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fabrication imperfections of the amplifiers, each pixel has a different readout
noise σij . The readout noise follows a specific pixel distribution that is often
only characterized by its RMS value σrms. Some pixels perform worse than
the RMS value and are called “hotpixels”. Since there is no gain process,
CMOS are typically readout noise limited.

The noise characteristics of the count distribution Pij(n|λ) is different
for each pixel (ij). It is given by the convolution between a Poissonian
with mean Qλinc and a Normal distribution with mean µ and variance σ2ij .
The Modified Poissonian Model (MPM) approximates the convolution [27].
PMPM
ij (n|λ) is a Poissonian with mean Qλ+ σ2ij and index n+ σ2ij , which is

analytically extended to be continuous:

PMPM
ij (n|λ) = C ×

(λ+ σ2ij)
β(n−µ)+σ2

ij

Γ(β(n− µ) + σ2ij + 1)
e−λ−σ

2
ij , (1.14)

where Γ(x) is the Gamma function and C used to normalize the count dis-
tribution.

1.3.3 Interface

To determine the state of ions, detectors that register the ion fluorescence
need to be interfaced with the state analysis hardware described in Sec-
tion 1.4. Spatially resolved detectors used for parallel ion readout transmit
digital data in form of arrays. In our readout device, cameras with area
sensors use fast serial interfaces to transmit images, which are captured by
a frame grabber and processed in an FPGA, see Chapter 2

In this subsection, I explain the “Camera Link” interface used by our
EMCCD camera and compare it to other camera interfaces. I conclude that
Camera Link is the only suitable interface for low-latency FPGA-based image
processing. It is well-established in the machine vision industry and is used
by many cameras on the market.

Camera Link Interface

Camera Link is a serial communication protocol standard6 developed for
industrial machine vision cameras. The protocol describes the transfer of a
2D data array, for example pixels in an image. As an example, Fig. 1.3 shows
the timing diagram for the transfer of the pixel matrix in (1.15). Each image

6The specifications can be found on http://www.imagelabs.com/wp-
content/uploads/2010/10/CameraLink5.pdf
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Figure 1.3: Example timing diagram of the Camera Link protocol for a 3×3
image array (1.15) without additional serialization of the pixel values. Frame
valid (fval) and line valid (lval) describe the start and end of a frame or line
respectively. The pixels are transmitted in series, from top left to bottom
right. For the cameras considered in this project, the pixel values are usually
described by 16 bits.

is sent line by line, starting from the top, and pixel by pixel, starting from
the left. A frame starts when frame valid (fval) is high, a line starts when
line valid (lval) is high. When both fval and lval are high, the pixels in a line
are transmitted. The transmission happens with no overhead in parallel to
the serial EMCCD pixel readout described in subsection 1.3.1 and starts as
soon as the first pixel is read out in the ADC.p11 p12 p13

p21 p22 p23
p31 p32 p33

 (1.15)

Additionally, the data (including fval and lval) is serialized in the trans-
mitter (camera) and deserialized in the receiver (frame grabber) to reduce
the size of the connector and cable. The physical layer is based on the 28-
bit “Channel Link” chip family DS90CR28x7 by National Semiconductor. It
uses a driver and receiver pair consisting of 4 data LVDS pairs and one clock
LVDS pair. The data serialization is done 7:1, meaning in a single clock cycle
4×7 = 28 bits can be transmitted. The timing diagram for the transmission

7http://www.ti.com/lit/ug/snla167/snla167.pdf
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Figure 1.4: Timing diagram of 7:1 serialization on the physical layer. Shown
is the transmission of a single pixel (A0-A15 in blue). This 16 bit Base
configuration only uses a single Channel Link chip (Port X). There are 9
unused data slots in grey (not connected - nc). In theory, a total of 24 data
bits can be transmitted per cycle. Note that data valid (dval) is optional
and not implemented in many cameras. The clock has duty cycle 4:3, the
falling edge is after the second bit.

of a single pixel can be found in Fig. 1.4.
Camera Link comes in three different configurations: Base, Medium and

Full, see Fig. 1.5. Base only uses a single Channel Link chip with a single
connector, while Medium and Full use two connectors with two or three chips.
The more transceiver chips are used, the higher bandwidth can be achieved.
For EMCCDs, the bandwidth of Base configurations already suffices: With
up to 85 MHz, the Camera Link interface can run faster than the EMCCD
pixel readout and pixel depths are usually lower than 24 bits. The connectors
used with Camera Link are 26-pin Mini Delta Ribbon (MDR) or in a smaller
variant 26-pin Shrunk Delta Ribbon (SDR). The maximum supported cable
length is around 10 meters, or 25 meters with a repeater.
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Figure 1.5: Comparison between Base, Medium and Full Camera Link config-
urations. The data is transferred from left (camera) to right (frame grabber).
There are two physical connectors that carry two transceiver chips each (top
and bottom). Base configuration uses only port X, Medium X and Y, and
Full X, Y and Z. Additionally, there is a Camera Control transceiver that
can be used to control the camera. Note that this channel is typically not
used, instead the two connections SerTFG (“Serial To Frame Grabber”) and
SerTC (“Serial To Camera”) are used for asynchronous serial communication.
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Interface FireWire USB GigE Camera
Link

Variant IEEE 1394B USB 3.0 10 GigE Full, 85
MHz

Bandwidth 1.6 Gbps 5 Gbps 10 Gbps 6.1 Gbps
Cable length 4.5 m 5 m 100 m 25 m

Topology Daisy chain Point-to-
Point,

tiered-star

Point-to-
Point,

Network

Point-to-
Point

Format Packet-based Packet-based Packet-based Parallel
Est. latency 125 µs 20 ms 10 µs ∼ ns

Frame grabber PC PC PC FPGA
Robustness Error

detection
Data re-

transmission
Data re-

transmission
-

Camera control Full-duplex Full-duplex Full-duplex Dedicated
channel

Table 1.1: Specifications and features of current interface standards for ma-
chine vision cameras [28, 29].

Comparison between Camera Interfaces

In Table 1.1, I compare current interface standards for machine vision. Cam-
era Link is the only interface that offers transmission not based on packets,
meaning there are no duty cycles adding to the latency. Unlike Camera Link,
other interfaces have a large communication overhead, mainly for two rea-
sons. First, they support advanced features like networking and daisy-chains
or error correction and image retransmission, so more complicated commu-
nication protocols are necessary. Second, the image data downlink is shared
with the camera control uplink (full-duplex). This means bandwidth is not
guaranteed and can be work-load dependent. Latencies are generally higher,
since the shared communication bus can be busy. Camera Link features a
dedicated camera control channel, whereby no camera drivers are required.
Due to the simplicity of the Camera Link protocol, FPGA-based frame grab-
bers are inexpensive and transparent. Of all the available interface solutions,
Camera Link is the only option for low-latency image processing.
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1.4 State Analysis

The state of the ions can be inferred from the signal coming from the detector.
For cameras, this signal is an image, which needs to be processed. The state
discrimination algorithm used in our device is based on digital binning and
thresholding. More complex algorithms exist [13], but are not considered for
an FPGA implementation in this project. Since CMOS sensors have limited
binning capabilities, they are only feasible in a special case of our algorithm. I
compare different hardware for image processing and conclude that an FPGA
is most suitable for low-latency image processing. Other projects [13] are
based on slow post-processing of images on computers and are not suitable
for fast feedback loops. I define the state analysis time tanalysis as the time
after the full image is available to the state analysis hardware until the state
of the ions is determined. Our specific implementation of the state analysis
on our FPGA only has a few clock cycles state analysis time, see Chapter 2.

1.4.1 State Discrimination Algorithm

In this subsection, I describe the state discrimination algorithm which is im-
plemented in Chapter 2. Its goal is to determine the state of an ion chain
based on an input image. The algorithm consists of two phases: calibration
and experiment. During calibration, pixels in a Region of Interest (ROI) that
optimize the readout fidelity are selected for each ion. During the experi-
ment, the state of each ion is determined by thresholding counts obtained
from the pixels inside the ROI. Simulations of the algorithm in Section 4.1
are used to evaluate its performance and optimize the ROI and thresholds.
In combination with higher magnifications, the algorithm can be used to
mitigate optical cross talk in linear ion chains.

In the following, I compare and refer to Sections in [13]. Our proto-
col for state discrimination corresponds to the “Threshold Method” in Sec-
tion 5.2.2. The time resolution gained with multiple exposures can be used
in algorithms, see Section 5.2.3. However, reading out multiple frames is
not feasible for low-latency applications, since the camera readout time is a
limiting factor. In this project, I therefore only consider single exposures.
Further, the spatial resolution of a camera can be used for a spatial maxi-
mum likelihood method, see Section 5.2.4. For a first proof of principle, this
option is not considered for now, since implementing it on the FPGA would
be more complex.

During calibration, a sequence of images is taken. From this, the mean
photon numbers λijk,D and λijk,B for each pixel in case of ion k bright or dark
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are extracted. I use this information to quantify the contribution of pixel
(ij) to the readout fidelity of ion k with the “signal to noise” ratio SNR8:

SNR
ij
k =

λijk,B − λ
ij
k,D

λijk,D
. (1.16)

The NROI pixels with the highest SNR are selected for each ion. This
forms a Region Of Interest (ROI) around each ion in the image.

During the experiment, the bright and dark state of each ion is distin-
guished according to a threshold, see Section 3.1. Digital binning allows to
alter the bright and dark state distributions before the threshold is applied.
In digital binning, values from multiple pixels are summed digitally. In the
algorithm, the sum of pixels inside the pre-calibrated ROI is compared to a
threshold for each ion to determine its state.

To simulate digital binning, I consider the following: The total probabil-
ity density function of a sum of random variables is given by the convolution
of their individual probability density functions [23]. Following the linearity
of expectation values and the Bienaymé formula for uncorrelated random
variables, the binned ROI count distribution for an EMCCD can be approx-
imated with the PGN model PPGN(n|λk,B/D) (1.10) with summed mean

λk,B/DG+ µ′ :=
∑
i,j

(λijk,B/DG+ µij) (1.17)

and variance

2G2λk,B/D + σ′2 :=
∑
i,j

(2G2λijk,B/D + σ2) . (1.18)

I briefly discuss the binning capabilities of EMCCD and CMOS. The
binned ROI has a higher total readout noise σ′, since the readout noise of
each pixel is added. Due to the fact that EMCCDs are not readout noise
limited, the summed readout noise is still negligible. For CMOS sensors
however, digital binning is not feasible, since they are readout noise limited.
CMOS therefore have restricted capabilities for image processing and can
only compete when single ROI are considered. For EMCCDs, the limiting
factor for digital binning is the internal noise source (CIC), which is a per

8To differentiate this ratio from the SNR quoted by camera manufacturer, it has an
overline. The SNR is used to describe the ratio between signal incident on a pixel and the
noise property of the camera. In contrast, the SNR states the ratio between two signals -
the ion and background. The background contains scattered laser light, optical cross talk
and CIC, but does not contain further sensor properties.
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pixel effect. Each pixel contributes to the mean of the binned dark state
distribution with λCIC . This effect scales linearly with the number of pixels
in the ROI N and reduces the readout fidelity for high N .

1.4.2 Hardware for Image Processing

The state discrimination algorithm described in subsection 1.4.1 is based
on image processing. Here I compare three different hardware approaches
to perform this task: Central Processing Units (CPU), Graphics Processing
Units (GPU) and Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA). To integrate
cameras into real time feedback loops, we require fast processing for low-
latency ion readout. I conclude that FPGAs are the superior option with
the lowest possible latency.

Image processing benefits from massive parallelization due to the 2D
nature of the image. A serial processor like the CPU as used in [13] needs
to process one pixel after another by running two loops over the image. The
serial architecture is inherently slower and thus not suitable for low-latency
image processing.

GPU-based systems9 are widely used in the machine vision industry.
Their parallel architecture allows them to process all pixels of a stored image
at once. However, the image processing is based on software implementation
and has a load-dependent overhead that can increase latency.

FPGAs contain arrays of programmable logic blocks that have user-
customizable connections. This allows to implement image processing on
the hardware level with deterministic execution times independent of load.
Unlike GPUs, the parallelization for image processing comes from the fact
that pixels can be processed on the fly as they arrive. This enables minimal
state analysis times tanalysis of only few clock cycles which is ideal for our
application, see subsection 2.3.1.

9e.g. https://www.nvidia.com/en-us/autonomous-machines/embedded-systems-dev-
kits-modules/
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Chapter 2

Implementation of Readout
Device

In this Chapter, I explain how our readout device consisting of camera and
FPGA acts as a standalone and can be integrated into existing control sys-
tems. I describe the technical details of the FPGA implementation perform-
ing the state analysis introduced in Section 1.4. It enables the use of cameras
for real time feedback loops by performing fast image processing and state
discrimination.

We use a commercial Abaco frame grabber board with a VC707 FPGA
evaluation board to process frames transmitted over Camera Link, see sub-
section 1.3.3. The FPGA applies digital binning and thresholding to deter-
mine the ion states and uses a simple communication protocol to report the
evaluated ion states to the control system. In contrast, the “Sinara Grabber”
used with ARTIQ [30, 31] leaves image processing to the control system.
Other systems [13] trigger the camera internally and use the camera as a
reference to synchronize the experiment. We trigger the camera externally,
which is more suited for time sensitive experiments. I conclude that our
approach is more versatile and allows for easier integration into control sys-
tems.

To explain the features of the FPGA design, I give an overview of the logic
cores implemented on the VC707. In particular, the hardware architecture
of the state discrimination algorithm is designed to discriminate states of ten
ions in parallel with negligible state analysis time. Since the ROI is stored
using coordinates, the implementation supports arbitrary ROI shapes and
both 1D and 2D arrays of ions. The resource usage of our FPGA design can
be used to argue the scalability to systems with many ions. I conclude that
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our implementation and hardware can be scaled to parallel readout of up to
400 ions. Apart from the state analysis, the FPGA can also measure camera
readout time, control camera settings and transfer frames to a computer.

2.1 Integration into Control Systems

To enable real time feedback on trapped ions required by most QEC codes [2,
3], our readout device needs to be integrated into existing experiment control
systems. In order to keep it adaptable to many different systems, it was
designed as a standalone device. As an example, Fig. 2.1 shows our EMCCD-
based readout device acting as a slave integrated into the “M-ACTION” [16]
control system, which is represented as the master.

The design as a standalone readout device means a communication chan-
nel to the control system is required for transmitting the readout result. This
introduces a state transfer time between slave (transmitter) and master (re-
ceiver) in Fig. 2.1. The connection is realized by two Low Voltage Differential
Signaling (LVDS) pairs, one for the clock and one for the data. A simple
serial communication protocol is implemented to transfer the ion states. It
consists of a start bit, the state of the ions as a bit string (0 = dark, 1 =
bright), a parity check bit and a stop bit, see Fig. 2.2 for an example. The
parity check bit allows single error detection on the receiver. The serializa-
tion of the data introduces a state transfer time ttransfer given by

ttransfer =
Nion + 3

fCL
, (2.1)

where Nion is the number of ion states to be transmitted and fCL the Camera
Link clock frequency. The three additional cycles come from the start, stop
and parity bit. Unlike a parallel connection, which would need one line per
ion, a fast serial solution is scalable for systems with many ions.
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Figure 2.1: Integration of an EMCCD camera, frame grabber and state anal-
ysis FPGA into the ‘M-ACTION” control system (master). Frame grabber
and state analysis FPGA form a standalone device acting as a slave. Both
master and slave can be initialized and externally monitored by a PC using
Ethernet. After an initial calibration, the slave is ready for state analysis
and requires no further user interaction. The master handles experimental
sequences and feedback loops by controlling laser and trap parameters. It
has the ability to request a readout of the ion chain by externally trigger
the camera. The camera captures an image, and transmits the pixels to a
frame grabber via Camera Link. The frame grabber is connected to the state
analysis FPGA with FMC. The slave starts processing pixels as they arrive
and implements the state discrimination protocol. The state of the ions is
determined once the whole image is analyzed, upon which the state of the
ions is passed along to the master.
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2.2 Frame Grabber and FPGA Selection

Camera Link and FPGAs are essential tools for low-latency image processing
used for ion state discrimination based on images, see Chapter 1. In the
following, I motivate the choice of Camera Link frame grabber and FPGA
board for this project.

We decide on an adapter board that converts Camera Link to the FPGA
Mezzanine Card (FMC) standard1. It can be used with many FPGAs and
allows for full control over the image processing. In contrast, different man-
ufacturers offer commercial FPGA-based boards with built-in Camera Link
interface2. Integrated commercial solutions have the drawback that they are
restricted to certain FPGA hardware with potentially limited input and out-
put (I/O) connections and might have limits in user programmability. We
use the Camera Link frame grabber “FMC422” by Abaco3. Abaco provides
an “FPGA board support package”, which contains verified firmware that
runs on the Programmable Logic (PL) of the carrier FPGA. In particular,
it was verified for the Xilinx VC707 evaluation board4. We decide on the
VC707 board in combination with the FMC422 frame grabber, since this
allows us to skip many time-consuming debugging steps involving Camera
Link. A single FMC422 board has two Camera Link connectors and can
support either a single Full/Medium or dual Base cameras. It is also able to
supply power to the camera over the Camera Link cable.

The frame grabber and FPGA are put inside a custom 19" server enclo-
sure shown in Fig. 2.3. The enclosure is designed to be used with up to two
independent experiments performing parallel ion readout on different traps.
Either two Base configuration cameras with a single FMC422 board or two
Medium/Full cameras with two boards can be connected. It features the
necessary communication outputs (Data and Clock) for transmitting the ion
states to two master control systems, as well as four General Purpose Input
and Outputs (GPIO).

1https://www.xilinx.com/support/documentation/white_papers/wp315.pdf
2e.g. http://www.ni.com/pdf/product-flyers/ni-frame-grabbers.pdf
3https://www.abaco.com/download/fmc422-user-manual
4The VC707 hosts a Virtex-7 based FPGA chip and two FMC connec-

tors, see https://www.xilinx.com/support/documentation/boards_and_kits/vc707/
ug885_VC707_Eval_Bd.pdf
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Figure 2.2: Example timing diagram of the communication protocol used
for the transmission of ion states between slave and master. Shown are data
and clock signals sent by the transmitter for three ions in state dark-bright-
bright. The parity bit in this case is 0 (0 + 1 + 1 = even). The start bit is 0
and the stop bit is 1.

Figure 2.3: Preliminary layout of the enclosure containing the FPGA and
frame grabber board. Shown is the front view without the top lid. The front
panel features 12 SMA connectors, one FMC422 board, a user controllable
LCD screen and a power button. Inside it hosts the VC707 evaluation board,
a power supply (240 V to 12 V, 100 W Max.) and a relay. On the back,
there are power, USB and Ethernet feedthroughs. Fans on the side and back
provide airflow for cooling.
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2.3 FPGA Design and Hardware Architecture

In this section, I discuss the design implemented on the Virtex-7 FPGA
on the VC707 evaluation board. Custom logic cores handle tasks such as
fast state analysis of ions and measurements of camera readout time. The
hardware architecture of the state analysis enables massive parallelization
of image processing, which makes processing times negligible. The latency
measurement is used in Section 4.2 to validate the readout time of a FT
EMCCD camera. The FPGA design was verified with behavioral simulations
using Vivado Simulator. The real time verification was performed using an
Andor iXon 888 camera.

Figure 2.4 shows a simplified overview of the FPGA hardware archi-
tecture. The individual logic cores are explained in Subsection 2.3.1. The
firmware is stored on a BPI Flash Memory on the VC707 and automatically
configured on every startup.

2.3.1 Logic Cores

In the following, I explain the most relevant FPGA logic cores from Fig. 2.4.
They are responsible for tasks such as frame grabbing, image analysis, cam-
era control, latency measurement or communication with control systems.

The AXI-TCPIP engine translates Ethernet commands coming from a
PC into AXI4-Lite5 compliant read and write access. It is responsible for the
AXI bus that connects and controls all the logic cores. The CL Fgrabber
core handles the Camera Link protocol and deserializes the data coming from
the camera. User accessible registers (AXI-regs) are used to configure the
frame grabber. The CL Fgrabber core also features the ability to generate
test images and an internal Camera Link clock without a camera attached.
The pixel data, frame and line valid signals, as well as Camera Link clock
and frame grabber status are intercepted in the Abaco code and revealed
to the user logic. The CL UART core manages the serial communication
with the camera over Camera Link. The commands, which are specific to a
camera, are written to and read from user accessible registers. They are used
to configure camera settings and retrieve camera information. The WMF
Capture core is used to store images into Block RAM (BRAM). The frames
in the BRAM can be transmitted over Ethernet to a PC using an AXI4-
Streaming interface. Storing frames is not required for the operation of the
state discrimination protocol, but can be useful for debugging. The Latency

5https://www.xilinx.com/support/documentation/ip_documentation/
ug761_axi_reference_guide.pdf
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Figure 2.4: Simplified FPGA design of firmware running on the VC707 PL.
Alongside the Abaco firmware, there are three user cores running on the
PL. They are contained within the “User AXI wrapper”, which offers user
accessible registers. These registers are connected to the Abaco AXI4-Lite
bus, which can be controlled via Ethernet. A Camera Link Base camera is
attached via the frame grabber board to the FMC connection. The camera
is controlled via “sertc” and “serfg” and provides the Camera Link clock “clk”.
Inside the Abaco firmware, the pixel values as well as the fval and lval signals
are intercepted and routed to the Image Analysis core, where the image is
processed and the ion states are determined. The master control system
is connected to “clk_o” and “tx_o”, which implement the communication
protocol from Section 2.1. “trigger” is only used to measure camera readout
times and connected to the external trigger input of the camera.
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Measurement core is used to measure the camera readout time. It sends a
signal to the external trigger of a camera and runs a counter until the first
pixel arrives in the frame grabber. Another counter starts and runs until the
last pixels arrives. The sum of these two counters is the camera readout time
plus exposure time. The Transmitter core implements the communication
protocol from Section 2.1. It transmits the readout result as the state of Nion
ions to the master control system. The Image Analysis core implements
the state discrimination algorithm from Section 1.4.1. Figure 2.5 shows the
hardware architecture of this logic core. In order to meet FPGA timing
requirements, I store the signals for the “Mask matched” and the reduction
OR thereof in registers. This delays the signals by two clock cycles, resulting
in an effective state analysis time given by

tanalysis =
2

fCL
, (2.2)

where fCL is the Camera Link clock frequency.
All of the logic cores above are controlled by a Python script. It builds

on “UnitAPI”6, a precompiled C++ library provided by Abaco, which inter-
acts with the AXI-TCPIP engine. Only the low-level UnitAPI functions are
required for operation and have been wrapped in Python functions. They fea-
ture opening and closing Ethernet connections, address-based reading from
and writing to AXI registers for configuration and receiving data for image
acquisition. I represent each logic core as a Python class. The classes store
register addresses and handle initialization procedures. I also implement
functions for tasks such as capturing frames, calibrating ROI coordinates
and measuring camera readout time.

2.3.2 Clocking

The FPGA design contains two clock domains. The camera (or alternatively
the internal test clock) provides the Camera Link clock with frequency fCL =
20−80 MHz, depending on the camera. This clock is used with all logic cores
described in Subsection 2.3.2, expect for the AXI bus. The AXI-TCPIP
engine and AXI controlled registers run at fAXI = 125 MHz.

In a later implementation, the state transfer time in Eq.(2.2) could
be decreased by introducing an additional clock domain for the transmit-
ter. It could make use of the VC707’s Output Parallel-to-Serial modules

6https://www.abaco.com/download/unitapi-user-manual
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Figure 2.5: Detailed Hardware Architecture of the Image Analysis core. The
signal from Camera Link is deserialized by the frame grabber before it reaches
the Image Analysis core. The frame and line valid signals are converted to
coordinates x and y with the help of a counter. Each ion has its pre-calibrated
ROI pixels stored as a list of mask coordinates in the user registers. The
image analysis is done on the fly and in parallel: As soon as a pixel arrives,
its coordinates are compared with all mask coordinates simultaneously. If
there is a match, the pixel value gets added to the corresponding ion count.
This implements digital binning of the pixels inside the ROI of a particular
ion. At the end of the frame, each ion count gets compared to its threshold
and the state of the ion is determined. The final result is passed along to
the transmitter as a bit string of the N ion states, where it gets serialized
and sent to the master control system.
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(OSERDES) with double data rate at a theoretical maximum of 800 MHz
I/O Clock Network frequency (BUFIO)7.

2.3.3 FPGA Simulation

I use Vivado Simulator to verify the FPGA design. The simulation is based
on a test bench provided by Abaco, which deploys a behavioral model to
simulate the AXI-TCPIP engine. It emulates the communication between
PC and FPGA by reading Ethernet commands from a script and executing
the corresponding AXI read or write access. It can also use a model of the
Camera Link protocol that imports images and outputs the corresponding
(Base) Camera Link signals.

2.4 FPGA Hardware Resource Usage

In this section, I discuss the hardware resource usage of our FPGA design.
The main contributions come from the frame buffer, calibration and image
analysis process. As an example, pixels with 16 bits are used, as this is the
typical pixel depth provided by EMCCD cameras considered for this project.
We do not restrict ourselves to specific frames sizes, since future applications
may make use of a variety of cameras. I conclude that the current design
and hardware can be scaled to 400 ions, limited by the amount of slice LUTs
used in the state discrimination protocol. Potential improvements to the
implementation could optimize the resource usage in the future.

Figure 2.6 shows the hardware resource usage for the finalized design.
The contributions are discussed below.

2.4.1 Frame Buffer

The frame grabber can buffer images in the “WMF capture” core using Block
RAM (BRAM). The VC707 features 1030 tiles with 36 Kb BRAM each8. The
BRAM usage can be calculated with

Number of BRAM used =
Number of pixels× Pixel depth

BRAM size
. (2.3)

7https://www.xilinx.com/support/documentation/application_notes/xapp585-lvds-
source-synch-serdes-clock-multiplication.pdf

8https://www.xilinx.com/support/documentation/user_guides/ug473_7Series_
Memory_Resources.pdf
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Figure 2.6: FPGA resource utilization on the VC707 by functional block.
The Abaco IP cores are marked orange, the user logic are marked blue. This
particular implementation can perform parallel readout of 10 ions with max-
imum ROI size of 25 pixels per ion. It performs the state discrimination
protocol described in Subsection 1.4.1. 456 BRAM is used for frame buffer-
ing. 8320 Slice registers are used to store ROI coordinates and thresholds
for each ion. 7200 Slice LUTs are used for state discrimination.

Using all available BRAM, the VC707 can buffer a total of 2.3 Million
pixels, which is approximately one frame of size 1500 × 15009. A future
implementation could use DDR3 memory (1 GB) featured on the VC707 to
store up to 500 million pixels. EMCCDs considered in this project typically
have small frame sizes to achieve fast readout times (e.g. 128 × 128), see
Section 4.2. The VC707 hardware is future proof, since it is also capable of
handling larger frame sizes.

2.4.2 Calibration

The state analysis requires the calibration of a ROI and threshold for each
ion, see Subsection 1.4.1. I store the ROI pixels in slice registers as two 16
bit values for the x and y coordinates. The 32-bit threshold for each ion is
also saved in a slice register. Per ion, a total of 26 registers (32-bit) are used.
The current implementation allows for 10 ions with a ROI size of 25 pixels
each, which needs 10× (26× 32) = 8320 registers, see Fig 2.6.

Using all available slice registers on the VC707, it is possible to calibrate
the device for a total of 717 ions. This is not the factor that limits scalability
to many ions. Still, an improved implementation could use BRAM to store
the calibration data, where single BRAM tile would be able to store the
configuration of 44 ions.

9The current implementation only uses half of the available resource (456 BRAM).
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2.4.3 Image Analysis

The “Image Analysis” core requires Look up tables (LUTs) to perform the
state discrimination. The relation between used slice LUTs and number of
operations in the algorithm is non-trivial. As an estimate, I use the number
of used LUTs from the current implementation for 10 ions and scale it to
many ions. For 720 slice LUTs per ion, a total of 400 ions can be processed
in parallel using all the available LUTs on the VC707. This is the limiting
factor for the scalability of the design to many ions10.

2.5 Comparison to ARTIQ Sinara Grabber

In an effort towards using cameras for low-latency parallel ion readout, a
direct integration of a Camera Link frame grabber into the core FPGA of the
ARTIQ system has been in development [31]. The “Sinara Grabber” hard-
and firmware is still undergoing testing at the time of writing. I compare this
approach to ours and conclude that there are some considerable differences
that make our readout device superior.

The Sinara Grabber board is similar to our frame grabber, but doesn’t
use a standard connector like FMC. The Sinara readout device is not de-
signed as a standalone. Instead of using an external FPGA that handles
the image analysis and only transfers the final state of the ions, the Sinara
Grabber passes along the raw Camera Link stream to the master FPGA.
De-serialization, digital binning and state identification are performed on
the master FPGA. This approach requires more I/O and hardware resources
on the master FPGA, making an integration into a different control system
less feasible. The Sinara Grabber only supports a limited range of cameras.
It relies on an extra connection apart from Camera Link (e.g. USB or Ether-
net) for two reasons: First, it does not implement the serial communication
between the FPGA and camera, so there is no way to control the camera
over Camera Link. Second, there is no frame buffer implemented on the
FPGA. Any images required for calibration need to be captured on a PC us-
ing the camera control software. In particular, the Nuvu HNU 128 camera
selected for this project does not work with the Sinara Grabber. Further,
the Sinara FPGA implementation of state analysis only supports rectangular
ROI around the ions. In contrast, our device supports arbitrary ROI shapes

10Xilinx Ultrascale+ FPGAs provide more hardware resources than Virtex-
7 and can potentially be used if more than 400 ions are targeted, see
https://www.xilinx.com/products/boards-and-kits/vcu118.html
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for ions in arbitrary lattices, can interface all cameras compatible with Cam-
era Link and has minimal work load on the master system. This makes our
approach more versatile and applicable to different control systems.
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Chapter 3

Criteria for Readout Devices

Both the fidelity and duration of readout limit the fidelity of quantum
algorithms that rely on measurement-based feedback, in particular QEC
codes [2, 3, 10]. This motivates the design of a readout device with the
goal of low-latency and high-fidelity ion readout. In this chapter, I introduce
the readout fidelity and state discrimination time as our two design criteria.
The readout fidelity describes how well the qubit states can be distinguished
in an experiment. The state discrimination time gives the duration required
to perform the single-shot ion readout. The readout parameters introduced
in previous chapters influence the two design criteria, with the exposure time
taking a special role since it influences both. The two criteria are calculated
and used to quantify the performance of readout devices in Chapter 4.

Unlike others, e.g. Section 5.1.2 in [13], I avoid comparing different detec-
tors using the Signal-to-Noise ratio (SNR). I find that the SNR is not a good
measure for the quality of readout devices based on EMCCD sensors. Using
the readout fidelity instead allows me to quantify how different technologies
perform in Section 4.3.

3.1 Readout Fidelity

I now define how the quality of readout can be characterized by the readout
fidelity F or equivalently by the readout infidelity (readout error) ε = 1−F .
It gives a measure to what precision the state of qubits can be determined
and is calculated in Section 4.1 for our readout device.

In an experiment, the readout fidelity can be evaluated by repeatedly
preparing the ion in a known state and performing readout. The readout
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infidelity is given by the average [11]

ε =
1

2
(εB + εD) , (3.1)

where εB is the fraction of of trials where the ion was prepared in bright state
but was incorrectly identified as dark and vice versa for εD. This definition
is independent of the state discrimination protocol.

For a state discrimination based on thresholding, the theoretical read-
out fidelity can be characterized by the detector count distributions from
Section 1.3. I define the bright (or dark) state distribution of ion k as the
normalized probability density function P (n|λk,B/D) of detector counts when
the ion was prepared in the bright (or dark) state. As an example, Fig. 3.1
shows typical bright and dark state distributions for an EMCCD camera.
The distribution corresponds to the probability that n counts are measured
for a bright (or dark) ion. The main difference between a dark and bright
ion is the mean photon number incident on the detector λk,B/D. The exact
shape of the distribution depends on the type of detector, see Section 4.3.

In a thresholding algorithm, a count threshold tkn is used to decide whether
ion k is bright or dark. For all counts n ≤ tkn the ion is considered dark,
where as for counts n > tkn it is considered bright. Due to shot and detector
noise, the bright and dark state distributions have tails that overlap and
go beyond the threshold. “Dark counts” below the threshold have a high
probability to belong to a dark ion, but there is a finite probability that they
belong to a bright ion. This can result in an incorrect readout and represents
εB, vice versa for εD. Equivalent to Eq. 3.1, the readout infidelity is given by
the average between the two areas underneath the distributions that belong
to the “wrong” state

ε =
1

2

(∫ tkn

0
P (n|λk,B)dn+

∫ ∞
tkn

P (n|λk,D)dn

)
. (3.2)

These areas depend on the threshold and are minimized when the threshold
is at the intersection between the two distributions. In this case, the readout
error is proportional to the overlap area

ε =
1

2

(∫ ∞
0

min(P (n|λk,B), P (n|λk,D))dn

)
. (3.3)

The average and variance of counts of the two distributions introduced
above is proportional to the corresponding mean photon number, see Sub-
section 1.3.1 in case of the EMCCD. A higher mean photon number shifts
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Figure 3.1: Typical EMCCD count distribution for an ion prepared in bright
or dark state. This example shows scenario 1 with ROI 1 from Chapter 4.
The mean photon number in this case is λk,B = 29.621 or λk,D = 0.092. I
choose the optimal threshold tkn = 9763 at the intersection between the two
distributions (dotted line). The area underneath the bright distribution for
counts below the threshold represent the fraction of “wrong” counts for an
ion prepared in bright state εB, vice versa for εD. The readout infidelity
is the average of the two areas and yields ε = 7.94 × 10−5 from numerical
calculations.
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the count distribution to higher counts on the right but also broadens the
distribution due to shot noise. Since the standard deviation scales with the
square root of the average, the shifting is larger than the broadening of the
distribution. Thus, a smaller overlap between the bright and dark state dis-
tribution can be achieved with a larger difference in dark and bright photon
number, making state discrimination with high fidelities possible.

I now explain how the mean photon number can be calculated for a bright
and dark ion. In our algorithm, the mean photon numbers are acquired by
digital binning (

∑
i,j) of multiple pixels, see Subsection 1.4.1. The mean

photon number incident on pixel (ij) for ion k in bright state λijk,B is given
by the signal of ion k and the background:

λijk,B = λijk,D + wijk RBtexpηQ , (3.4)

where wijk is the weight from ion k on pixel (ij) from Eq. 1.6, RB the ion
fluorescence rate, texp the exposure time, η the collection efficiency of the
imaging setup and Q the detector quantum efficiency.

The mean photon number incident on pixel (ij) for ion k in dark state
λijk,D is given by the background only, consisting of scattered laser light,
internal noise and optical cross talk from all other ions:

λijk,D = uijRLtexpηQ+ λCIC +
∑
l 6=k

σlw
ij
l RBtexpηQ , (3.5)

where uij is given by Eq. 1.8, RL the rate of scattered laser light per area,
λCIC the CIC noise, and the state of the neighboring ions σl given by

σl =

{
0 , ion l in dark state
1 , ion l in bright state

. (3.6)

Figure 3.2 summarizes this section and shows an overview of the experi-
mental parameters influencing the readout infidelity.

Instead of the readout fidelity, the camera Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR)1

is often quoted to compare detectors and predict the readout quality, e.g. [13].
The SNR formula considers the ion signal, background and the sensor noise
properties. Even though it combines the most important experimental pa-
rameters, I find that it is not a good measure for the readout fidelity of EM-
CCD sensors. The reason being that it doesn’t incorporate the exact shapes
of the bright and dark tails, which are also asymmetric, see Fig. 3.1. I could

1https://camera.hamamatsu.com/jp/en/technical_guides/calculating_snr/index.html
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Figure 3.2: Dependencies of the readout infidelity ε = 1 − F on experi-
mental parameters for single an multiple ion readout. The parameters are
listed according to their most significant contribution to either distribution
shape, ion signal, background or optical cross talk. The parameters are clas-
sified with color to either EMCCD, ion, optics, trap or analysis. The mean
photon numbers are obtained from digital binning and influence the sepa-
ration between bright and dark state distribution. The state of the ion is
discriminated with a threshold. The overlap between dark and bright state
distribution gives the readout infidelity.
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only find a clear relation between the SNR and readout fidelity for perfectly
symmetric distributions, but not for general distributions with asymmetric
tails (which are inherent to the problem due to shot noise). I conclude that
the SNR is not an absolute measure for the quality of state discrimination
based on thresholding and not suitable to compare different sensor technolo-
gies for ion readout.

3.2 State Discrimination Time

Here I introduce the state discrimination time as a measure of readout du-
ration. It is used in Chapter 4.2 to predict the readout duration for our
readout device.

I define the state discrimination time tdisc as the difference in time be-
tween the request for an ion readout by the experiment control system and
the arrival of readout results. It is given by the sum of latencies introduced
by different processes involved in ion readout:

tdisc = texp + tread + tanalysis + ttransfer , (3.7)

where texp is the exposure time, tread the camera readout time given by
Eq. 1.11, tanalysis the state analysis time given by Eq. 2.2 and ttransfer the
time required to transfer the ion states to the control system given by Eq. 2.1.
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Chapter 4

Simulation of Readout Devices

In this chapter, I simulate the behavior of various devices for parallel readout
of linear ion chains considering realistic experimental parameters. This al-
lows me to compare different readout systems, optimize readout parameters
and estimate the expected performance for low-latency and high-fidelity par-
allel readout of ions. In particular, I evaluate the two design criteria readout
fidelity and state discrimination time defined in Chapter 3 for our readout
device.

The experimental parameters used in the simulations are presented in
Table 4.1. We select the Nuvu HNU 128 AO as our detector. The Nuvu is the
only EMCCD on the market that fulfills all our criteria and is suitable for low-
latency applications, since it features a low pixel count and a Camera Link
interface. Further, I compare state-of-the-art EMCCD to CMOS and multi-
channel PMT detectors for parallel ion readout and conclude that EMCCDs
are the best option at the time of writing. The details of the detectors used
in the comparison can be found in Table 4.2.

For the readout fidelity, parameters such as magnification, threshold and
exposure time are used as variables and optimized for fixed ion type, ion-
ion spacing and geometry. By doing so, we can achieve a readout infidelity
below 10−4 in our setup for low magnifications. I find that for our device,
the main contributions to the state discrimination time are the exposure and
camera readout time. Since it is limiting, we use measurements of the cam-
era readout time to verify the model proposed in subsection 1.3.1. This is
the first time that the camera readout time has been evaluated for the use of
FT EMCCD cameras for low-latency ion readout. I conclude that, to reach
readout infidelities of 10−4 with our setup, we require a state discrimination
time of 225 µs. In comparison, Burrell [13] was able to achieve similar infi-
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delities with EMCCD exposure times of 400 µs, readout times of 5120 µs and
post-processing state analysis which is orders of magnitudes slower. Using
multi-channel PMTS, infidelities of 10−2 were achieved in 150 µs [12].

4.1 Readout Fidelity

High-fidelity single-shot readout with infidelities on the order of 10−4 is de-
sired for fault tolerant quantum computation [8, 9]. In the following, I show
that we expect to achieve such high readout fidelities in our readout de-
vice using an EMCCD camera and a state discrimination protocol based on
digital binning and thresholding.

To reduce the parameter space, I only consider scenarios that are “scal-
able”. In these scenarios, all ion centers on the image plane are in the center
of pixels. This guarantees that the same readout fidelity can be achieved for
all ions in an arbitrary long ion chain. Scalable scenarios for chains with ion
spacing d imaged onto a pixel of width Px impose the following condition on
the magnifications:

Mp = (p+ 1)× Px
d

(4.1)

for p ∈ N. For increasing magnifications, more pixels are put in between
the ion centers. “Scenario p” has p pixels in between the center of two
neighboring ions. Two different scenarios for ion readout are discussed in
detail. First, scenario 1 with a low magnification of M = 9.6, where the
ion disk is mainly contained within one pixel. Second, scenario 16 with a
high magnification of M = 81.6, where the ion disk is spread over multiple
pixels. I conclude that for our setup, low magnifications tend to have a better
readout fidelity, but low and high magnifications show different sensitivity
to ion position shifts. Depending on what precisions are accessible in the
experiment, a more robust magnification can be chosen. Optical cross talk
is present for parallel readout of ions and imposes a state dependence on the
readout fidelity and threshold. Since optical cross talk is short range, only
nearest neighbors need to be considered and parallel readout is scalable for
long ion chains [13]. Thus, three ions in a chain suffice to fully characterize
the readout including cross talk in our simulations. The readout fidelity
that is evaluated for the middle ion is therefore also applicable for ions in
an arbitrary long ion chains. Unlike Eq. (5.12) in [13], we don’t consider the
average readout fidelity over all possible ion states. Instead, we calculate the
fidelity for the worst case where both neighboring ions are bright. I conclude
that using a fixed threshold optimized for this case still results in a lower
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Table 4.1: Experimental parameters of the detector, ion, optics
and state analysis used in the simulations.

Detector Nuvu HNU 128 AO
Exposure Time texp 120 µs

Conversion Factor β 4.16 e− per count
Offset µ 1000

Ion 40Ca+

Number of Ions - State 3 - BBB
Ion - Ion Distance 5 µm

Fluorescence Wavelength 397 nm

Einstein Coefficient A21 132× 106 s−1

Laser Intensity I/Isata 1
Fluorescence Rate RB 2.64× 107 s−1

Fluorescence Power PB = RB~ω 1.32× 10−11 W s−1

Rate of Scattered Laser RL 2.3× 1014 s−1 m−2

Scattered Laser Intensity IL/Isat 4.42× 10−7

Qubit Lifetime ∞

Optics Schwarzschild-type Objectiveb

Numerical Aperture NA 0.55
Collection Efficiency η 2.33 %

Magnification M 9.6, 81.6
Spot Radius RAiry 0.9259 µm (at M = 1)

equivalent NA 0.25

State Analysis Digital Binning, Thresholding
No. of pixels in optimal ROI NROI 1, 21
a For the S ↔ P transition, Isat = 933.82Wm−2.
b Details can be found in [17].
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Table 4.2: Parameters of state-of-the-art EMCCD, CMOS and PMT detec-
tors. The performance of the three detectors is compared in Section 4.3.

Detector Nuvu HNU
128 AOa

Hamamatsu
H7260-
200 b

Photometrics
Prime 95B

Bluec

Sensor Type EMCCD Multi-
channel
PMT

CMOS

Quantum Efficiency at 397 nm (%) 45 (90)d 40 87
Readout Noise per pixel (e−) < 0.1

(G = 5000)
- 2 (rms)

Internal Noise per pixel (e−) 0.005 (CIC) - -
Resolution (px × px) 128×128 1×32 1200×1200
Pixel Size (µm× µm) 24×24 800×7000 11×11

Electronic Crosstalk (%) - 3 (0.6)e -
Gap between pixels (mm) - 0.2 -

Frame Rate (fps) 1838 ∼ 108 1500
at ROI (64×64) (1×32) (5×1200)

λB for scenario 1 at ROI 1 34.56 15.54 33.40
λD for scenario 1 at ROI 1 0.11 0.23 0.10

limited by excess
noise, CIC

shot noise,
low Q

readout
noise

Probability Density Function PGN
Eq. (1.10)

Continous
Poissonian

MPM
Eq. (1.14)

a http://www.nuvucameras.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/NUVUCAMERAS-
HNu128_AO.pdf

b https://www.hamamatsu.com/resources/pdf/etd/LINEAR_PMT_TPMH1325E.pdf.
Used in [4, 12].

c https://www.photometrics.com/products/datasheets/Prime95B-Datasheet.pdf.
d Upcoming version (2019) with increased sensitivity in the UV region.
e For neighboring channels, the electronic cross talk is 3 %, for next-nearest neighbors
0.6 %.
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infidelity for all other states. This allows us to claim that the calculated
readout fidelity is a lower bound. With the EMCCD in our setup, upper-
bound readout infidelities of 10−4 can be achieved with 120 µs exposure time.

I will now give a brief introduction how the fidelity is calculated numeri-
cally and compare it to Burrells implementation in [13]. A Python software
package allows the user to create and import configuration files that describe
detectors, optics and ions. The parameters given in the files are used to cre-
ate count distributions for each pixel. For the EMCCD, the PGN model
from Section 1.3.1 is used. In contrast, Burrell uses the Tubbs model, see
Section 5.1.3 in [13]. The two models describe the EMCCD equally well from
a practical point of view [22], but the PGN model is easier to implement nu-
merically. Digital binning is achieved by summing pixel parameters accord-
ing to Eq. (1.17) and (1.18). The binned count distribution is discretized
to integer values. From this, the readout fidelity is numerically evaluated
from the discretized integral (3.2). Using this numerically fast implementa-
tion allows us to explore the parameter space efficiently. In contrast, Burrell
generates millions of images for each set of parameters by sampling from
the pixel count distributions and performs digital binning and thresholding
on them. The readout fidelity is then obtained from the number of correct
trials for ions prepared in bright or dark state like in an experiment using
Eq. (3.1).

4.1.1 Spatial Distribution and SNR

In this subsection, I discuss how the state discrimination algorithm from
Section 1.4.1 in combination with high magnifications can be used to mitigate
optical cross talk. The spatial distribution of the SNR from Eq. (1.16) and
contributions to the mean photon numbers for a low and high magnification
scenario are used as illustrations. I conclude that the readout is limited by
cross talk for low magnifications, while it is limited by CIC noise at high
magnifications.

The top part of Fig. 4.1a and 4.1b shows the SNR defined in Eq. (4.1)
for low and high magnification scenarios. The SNR is best for pixels close to
the middle ion. The worst pixels are where the neighboring ions have their
center. In between, an interference pattern created by the sum of the three
Airy functions from Eq. (1.3) can be observed.

The bottom part of Fig. 4.1a and 4.1b shows the continuous spatial dis-
tribution of the mean photon numbers for the ion signal and background.
The ion under investigation is in the middle in light blue, the shape of its
distribution is given by the Airy function in Eq. (1.3). The background is
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(a) Scenario 1, M = 9.6,
cross talk limited

(b) Scenario 16, M = 81.6,
CIC noise limited

Figure 4.1: Spatial distribution of SNR (top) and contributions to the mean
photon number (bottom) for scenario 1 and 16. The bottom plot shows the
continuous spatial distribution of the mean photon numbers for a horizontal
cross section through the middle of the top plot.

split up into scattered laser light, cross talk and CIC. There are two neigh-
boring ions that contribute to the optical cross talk, their shape is again the
Airy function. The photon numbers are normalized by the pixel area. To
obtain the mean number of photons incident on a pixel, the integral between
the gray vertical lines has to be taken. The plots correspond to a horizontal
cross section through the SNR plots above, where the SNR has been calcu-
lated from the different contributions. For our experimental parameters, the
contribution of scattered laser light can be neglected. The optical cross talk
per pixel decreases for higher magnifications, since the signals of the neigh-
boring ions are spread over more pixels. The gain in spatial information
makes more pixels with a high ion signal but little cross talk available.

The CIC per pixel is independent of the magnification. The limiting
factor per pixel for the SNR and the readout fidelity thus changes from
optical cross talk at low magnifications to CIC noise at high magnifications.
The effect of optical cross talk can be mitigated at high magnifications. The
change of limit is also visible in the SNR plot. For the CIC limit, the best
SNR pixels are spread symmetrically around the middle ion, while for the
cross talk limit, pixels at the top and bottom of the middle ion are preferred.
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Figure 4.2: Readout infidelity of scenario 16 for increasing ROI size. The
ROI size corresponds to the number of pixels in the ROI N considered for
digital binning. The N best pixels are picked according to their SNR seen
in Fig. 4.1b. The optimal number of pixels is at N16

ROI = 21. The ROI size
is also mirrored in the color of the points for later reference.

4.1.2 Magnification and ROI Size

In the following, I discuss the dependency of the readout fidelity on the
number of pixels in the ROI and magnification. I conclude that there is an
optimal ROI size for each magnification, and that low readout infidelities
can be achieved for both low and high magnification scenarios.

For scenario 16, the readout fidelity for increasing ROI size is shown in
Fig. 4.2. For each point, the N best pixels are picked according to their
SNR value, where N is the number of pixels in the ROI.

For higher magnifications, the ion signal is spread across many pixels. By
increasing the ROI, more signal is collected, increasing the fidelity. However,
pixels also have a decreasing SNR due to optical cross talk and CIC. At some
point, these negative contributions overweight the gain in signal. There is an
optimal value Np

ROI depending on the scenario that minimizes the readout
infidelity. Since this scenario is CIC limited, the increase in background
photons is linear with N , resulting in a continuous increase in infidelity for
high N . The exact dependence varies for different scenarios, but all have an
optimal ROI size that minimizes infidelity.

Figure 4.3 shows the readout infidelity for scalable scenarios with increas-
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Figure 4.3: Readout infidelity for increasing magnification. The fidelity is
only evaluated for scalable scenarios with Mp, p ∈ [0, 16]. p = 0 is the
second point from the left, p = 16 the last point on the right. For each
scenario, the readout fidelity is calculated for multiple ROI sizes. The points
follow Fig. 4.2 and use the same color code. The ROI is increased until the
optimum Np

ROI is reached. This means the ROI size and readout fidelity
increases from top to bottom.

ing magnification. For each scenario, increasing ROI sizes are plotted (from
top to bottom) until the optimal readout fidelity is reached.

The optimal number of pixels in the ROI Np
ROI is higher for increasing

magnification. For low magnifications, it is only a single pixel, since the
SNR drops quickly due to the low spatial resolution. Starting from scenario
4, there is enough spatial resolution available such that binning multiple
pixels increases fidelity. For higher magnifications, a larger ROI is required
to compensate for the spread of the ion signal.

As discussed in Section 4.1.1, optical cross talk is mitigated for increasing
magnifications. The system changes from the cross talk limit to the CIC
limit. For our particular ion spacing and Airy disk radius, the optical cross
talk is small compared to the CIC. Therefore, low magnifications generally
produce better readout infidelities, with an optimum below 10−4 for scenario
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1 with ROI size 1. The lowest infidelity for the high magnification scenario
at M = 81 is around twice as large.

It is not beneficial to go to even higher magnifications due to the CIC
limit. The CIC increases linearly with Np

ROI. For large ROI this decreases
the lowest possible infidelity.

There are small variations in the lowest possible infidelities depending on
magnification. They can be explained by the discretization of the continuous
spatial distribution from Fig. 4.1 over the pixel raster. For particular mag-
nifications, pixels line up with the Airy fringes of the ion signal, resulting in
a higher SNR per pixel and a better lowest readout infidelity.

For a certain magnification, the sensor width is limiting the number of
ions in a chain the camera can read out. The higher the magnification, the
less ions fit on the sensor. For scalable scenarios with magnification Mp, the
maximum number of ions is given by

Nion ≤
PxW

Mpd
, (4.2)

where Px is the pixel size, W the number of pixels and d the ion separa-
tion. For the Nuvu at full pixel width, the chain can contain 7 ions at high
magnification (scenario 16 at M = 81.6), and 60 ions at low magnification
(scenario 1 at M = 9.6).

4.1.3 Ion Position Shift

So far, it was always assumed that the ions are centered in the middle of
pixels. In an experiment however, we have to deal with limited precision in
alignment of the camera with respect to the trapped ions or ion drifts over
time. In the following, I discuss the sensitivity of the readout fidelity to such
ion position shifts. Simulated is a horizontal shift of the whole ion chain in
the object plane, which means it is magnified by M in the image plane.

For pre-calibration position shifts, the ROI can still be calibrated to
account for the misalignment. This sensitivity tells us how precise the camera
has to be aligned with respect to the trapped ions to achieve a certain readout
fidelity. The effect of a horizontal ion shift on the readout fidelity is shown in
Fig. 4.4. Once the ions are shifted by a full pixel width in the image plane,
the pattern repeats. Hence, the ion shift is periodic with period proportional
to 1/M in the object plane.

High magnifications (blue) manage to retain the same level of fidelity for
arbitrary ion shifts. The reason being that more spatial resolution is available
to compensate the shift with an adjusted ROI, which is independent of cross
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Figure 4.4: Readout infidelity for a horizontal shift of the ion chain before
calibration. For each shift, the infidelity is plotted for an increasing number
of pixels in the ROI from top to bottom until Np

ROI is reached. The shift is
with respect to the optimal ion positions in the center of pixels and plotted
for the object plane. Vertical lines correspond to a pixel width in the image
plane. The pattern repeat after the vertical lines.
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talk since the system is CIC limited. They are robust to pre-calibration
ion shifts and can achieve similar performance independent of the camera
alignment. Low magnifications (orange) are more sensitive to ion shifts in
the pre-calibration phase. They lack spatial resolution and are cross talk
limited. By expanding the ROI from one to two pixels to collect the ion
signal, inevitably more cross talk is picked up, reducing the fidelity.

Since we have little cross talk in our system, low magnifications have a
better fidelity for perfect alignment, and still have a relatively high fidelity
for the worst case when the ion center is between pixels. High magnifications
suffer from the CIC limit, which gives them a lower fidelity to start with.
For these two scenarios, choosing higher magnifications seems not beneficial.
However, for different experimental parameters or an intermediate magni-
fication, the initial loss in fidelity is lower while still maintaining a better
variance. Depending on the given precision, it is more suitable than the low
magnification scenario.

For post-calibration shifts, the ROI is already calibrated and stays
fixed. This sensitivity is relevant when ions drift during an experiment or
are inaccurately transported before readout. Figure 4.5 shows the readout
fidelity for an ion shift after the calibration. Both scenario 1 and 16 have been
calibrated for the optimal position at zero shift. The problem is completely
symmetric, so shifts can be to the left or right along the horizontal axis.

High magnifications (blue) are more sensitive to ion shifts after calibra-
tion. The equivalent pixel width in the object plane is small, since the shifts
are significantly magnified. This means the ions are shifted by many pixels,
putting them outside of the optimal ROI and reducing the readout fidelity.
Since the ROI is large, shifting the ion by an equivalent pixel width only
leaves a fraction of the ROI misaligned and does not reduce the fidelity
strongly. However, this effect is mitigated by the high magnification which
enhances the shift, resulting in the high position sensitivity. Low magnifi-
cations (orange) are more robust against ion shifts after calibration. The
equivalent pixel width in the object plane is large, which protects the read-
out fidelity. The ions are shifted across the pixels more slowly, leaving them
inside the single pixel ROI longer. When shifting the ion image by a quarter
of the equivalent pixel width, the readout fidelity is completely preserved.
Once the ion is shifted more than half a pixel, more signal lies outside of the
ROI than inside, and the readout fidelity decreases strongly. For ion shifts
of more than a few µm, the readout fidelity collapses for both scenarios and
a recalibration before readout is required.

I conclude that high magnification scenarios are less sensitive to position
shifts pre-calibration, but more sensitive once the calibration is done. For
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Figure 4.5: Readout infidelity for a horizontal shift of the ion chain after
calibration. The ROI has been calibrated at zero shift where the ions are
in the center of the pixels. Plotted is the shift in the object plane. Solid
vertical lines correspond to a full pixel width in the image plane, vertical
dotted lines to half the width.

low magnification scenarios, it is the other way round. Depending on how
good precisions are in a system, a magnification can be chosen that is most
robust against the limiting shifts. If both pre- and post-calibration precision
are limiting, an intermediate magnification might be the best compromise.

4.1.4 Ion States and Threshold

The optical cross talk introduces a nearest neighbor state-dependency of the
readout fidelity and optimal threshold. In the following, I investigate the
readout fidelity for all possible neighboring states and miscalibrated thresh-
olds.

The readout infidelity is plotted for all four possible neighboring states
at different thresholds in Fig. 4.6. When both neighboring ions are bright,
the optimal readout fidelity is worst since the amount of cross talk is high-
est. For only one of the neighboring ions bright, the best possible readout
infidelity decreases. This case also represents ions at the edge of a chain,
which have better readout fidelity than ions in the middle of a chain. For
both neighboring ions dark, the optimal readout fidelity is best due to the
absence of optical cross talk in the background signal.
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Figure 4.6: Readout infidelity depending on threshold and states of neigh-
boring ions for scenario 1 with ROI 1. Neighboring dark states are denoted
by “D” and bright states by “B”. The state of the middle ion is unknown “x”.
The optimal threshold at the minimum of the readout infidelity is marked by
dotted vertical lines for each state. “BxD” and “DxB” have the exact same
infidelity, since the scalable scenarios are completely symmetric.
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Since our system has little cross talk, the optimal thresholds are close,
even for cross talk limited low magnifications. None of the state curves in-
tersect, which enables us to select a fixed threshold with low infidelities for
all states. We decide to calibrate our device for the case where all neighbors
are bright and take the optimal threshold for this case as fixed. This means
we optimize the worst readout fidelity and sit at the minimum of the “BxB”
curve. All other states still have better fidelity even though the fixed thresh-
old is non-optimal for them. When we do so for each ion in a chain, it allows
us to quantify a lower bound for the overall readout fidelity.

With a more advanced thresholding algorithm that iteratively adjust
thresholds depending on ion states, the average readout fidelity over all states
could be further improved. This corresponds to the “Iterative Threshold
Method” in [13]. As a result, instead of the average over the infidelities for
the fixed “BxB” threshold, the average would be taken over all the minimal
infidelities in Fig 4.6. The worst case fidelity is not reduced, and efforts to
optimize it are still relevant for adaptive algorithms in the same setup.

4.1.5 Exposure Time

The exposure time is the most critical parameter, since it influences both
readout fidelity and state discrimination time. Here I simulate the depen-
dence of the readout fidelity on exposure time. A shorter exposure time
reduces state discrimination time, but decreases readout fidelity. A more
sensitive detector and a diffraction limited lens can reduce exposure times
while maintaining similar readout fidelities.

As an example, Fig. 4.7 shows the readout infidelity that can be achieved
for varying exposure time with scenario 1 at ROI 1.

Since the rate of signal photons is larger than the rate of background
photons, a longer exposure time linearly separates the bright and dark state
photon numbers in Eq. (3.5) and (3.4). This decreases the readout infidelity
exponentially since the tails of the bright and dark state distribution drop off
exponentially. In this simulation, I assume ideal qubits with no spontaneous
decay. For short state discrimination times, this is a good approximation.
For longer exposure times, a limited qubit lifetime increases the infidelity
due to spontaneous decay during the exposure.

Since in Eq. (3.5) and (3.4) the exposure time is always scaled by η and
Q, a more sensitive detector or lens with higher collection efficiency have
the same effect as a longer exposure time. Therefore, the more sensitive
version of the Nuvu with Q = 90% could achieve the same readout fidelities
with half the exposure time. Replacing the Schwarzschild-type objective
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Figure 4.7: Readout infidelity for varying exposure times. This particular
case is scenario 1 with ROI 1. The quantum efficiency of the camera is
Q = 45%.

with an ideal diffraction limited lens with NA = 0.5 would increase the
detection efficiency, but also reduce optical cross talk further. Infidelities of
10−4 could then be reached with 45 µs exposure time. Combining these two
options, 10−4 readout infidelities could be achieved with exposure times as
low as 22 µs.

4.2 State Discrimination Time

A fundamental limit for quantum computation is given by the finite life
and coherence times of qubits [15]. To circumvent this limit for quantum
algorithms which use measurement-based feedback, e.g. QEC codes [2, 3],
feedback and thus readout duration needs to be small compared to the rel-
evant decay or decoherence time scales. Additionally, fast feedback enables
short computational times and faster data acquisition. In this section, I
calculate the state discrimination time defined in Eq. (3.7) as a measure of
readout duration. In our readout device, the main contributions are the
exposure with 120 µs and camera readout time with 105 µs. The model for
the readout time of a FT EMCCD camera is validated with a measurement
of the Andor iXon 888 camera. The relevant details for both cameras are
given in Table 4.3. I conclude that we expect to achieve state discrimination
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Table 4.3: Relevant parameters for the calculation of the camera readout
time for the Andor and Nuvu camera. Both cameras are Frame Transfer
(FT) EMCCDs. They use a similar sensor made by the same manufac-
turer.

Camera Nuvu HNU 128 AO Andor iXon 888
Sensor E2V CCD60 a E2V CCD201 b

Vertical shift freq. (MHz) 10 1.66
Horizontal shift freq. (MHz) 20 30

Camera Link freq. (MHz) 20 60
Storage area height (px) 132 1039

Storage delay (µs) 29.4* 20.4*

Vertical shift time (µs) 0.2* 1.2*

No. of gain registers 512 604
No. of dummy registers 24 468
No. of overscan registers 8 32

a https://www.e2v.com/shared/content/resources/File/documents/
Imaging%202017/EM%20Sensors/CCD60/a1a-ccd60_bi_5_v1.pdf

b https://www.e2v.com/resources/account/download-datasheet/1491
* Estimation based on sensor data sheet.

times of 225 µs for readout infidelities of 10−4 in our setup.
The state analysis time from Eq. (2.2) is tanalysis = 100 ns using our real

time FPGA implementation of the state discrimination protocol. The state
transfer time in our case is given by Eq. (2.1) and is ttransfer = 650 ns for
10 ions1. The exposure time is determined by the desired readout fidelity.
For scenario 1 with ROI 1 simulated in Section 4.1, it is texp = 120 µs for a
readout infidelity just below 10−4.

The camera readout time defined in Eq. (1.11) depends on the cropped
frame height and width. Minimizing the cropped frame dimensions to tightly
envelop the ROI from calibration minimizes the camera readout time. The
required height and width depend on the magnification and length of the
ion chain. High magnifications or long ion chains require frames with large
width. Figure 4.8 shows the camera readout time for the full width of the
Nuvu camera (128 pixels) for different frame heights. The slope given by

1For more ions, the state transfer time can be speed up by a higher transmitter clock
frequency, see Subsection 2.3.2.
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Figure 4.8: Camera readout time for different cropped frame heights at
constant frame width of 128 pixels. Plotted are the values obtained from
Eq. (1.11) with parameters from Table 4.3 for the Andor and Nuvu (lines).
The Andor readout is limited in width by Eq. (4.4). Shown are also measured
values for the Andor (dots).

Eq. (1.12) is steep since reading out one more line requires shifting a full
width of pixels W from the image area to the ADC. The offset is given by

tread(0, 0) = tS +
1

fv
SY +

1

fh
(ND +NG) . (4.3)

The readout times of the Andor are long compared to the Nuvu. The
offset is increased due to the larger storage area SY with lower vertical shift
frequency fv and more dummy registers ND. The slope is steeper since the
Andor is restricted to frame widths (plus overscan) that are power of two

W ′ = 2dlog2(W+NO)e . (4.4)

The actual frame width shifted to the ADC in this case is W ′ = 256.
The measurement was performed with the “Latency Measurement” core on
the FPGA described in Section 2.3.1. The values obtained from Eq. (1.11)
agree well with the measurements for small heights. For increasing heights,
the predicted and measured values start to drift apart, indicating that the
estimated vertical shift time tvshift in the slope is slightly off. For readout
of linear ion chains at high magnifications, no more than 5 lines are needed,
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Figure 4.9: Camera readout time for different cropped frame widths at con-
stant frame height of 5 pixels. Plotted are the values obtained from Eq. (1.11)
with parameters from Table 4.3 for the Andor and Nuvu (lines). The Andor
readout is limited in width by Eq. (4.4). Shown are also measured values for
the Andor (dots).

see for example scenario 16 with ROI 21 in Fig. 4.1b. I estimate that the
Nuvu can achieve this in around 100 µs.

Low magnifications or shorter ion chains require less frame width. Fig-
ure 4.9 shows the camera readout time at constant frame height of 5 pixel
for varying cropped frame widths. By not reading out the full width of the
sensor, the camera readout time can in principle be reduced. Since the height
H is small in our case, the slope given by Eq. (1.13) is insignificant.

Again, the Andor readout is slower due to a larger offset. Jumps in the
Andor measurement express a readout limitation in width. However, the
predicted jumps from Eq. (4.4) do not line up with the measurement. The
reason for this is unclear. In the plateaus, the model and measurement agree
well again. For the Nuvu, not reading out the full width provides small time
gains, enabling readout times below 100 µs. Reading out the full width at
5× 128 on the Nuvu takes around

tread(5, 128) ≈ 105 µs . (4.5)

I now discuss the contributions to the camera readout time for the Nuvu.
In Fig. 4.10, the individual contributions are plotted for a 5 × 128 cropped
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Figure 4.10: Contributions to the camera readout time for the Nuvu camera
at a cropped frame of size 5× 128. The total camera readout time is 105 µs.
The contributions are explained in the main text. This plot is not a timing
diagram, since the times for the sequential line readout are summed up.

frame. Shown are delay before starting the storage shift tS, vertical shift
through the storage area 1

fv
SY , vertical shift during line readout Htvshift,

horizontal shift through dummy and gain registers 1
fh

(ND + NG) and hori-
zontal shifts during line readout H(W + NO) 1

fh
. Only the contributions of

the line readout scale with the cropped frame size, the others are constant
offsets.

Since only few lines are read out, line vertical shifts make up only a small
part of the readout time. All other processes significantly contribute to the
camera readout time. With a new sensor combining current technologies,
the readout time might potentially be reduced. By using a smaller 5 × 128
FT EMCCD, the storage vertical shift is speed up since the storage area is
smaller. The storage delay can be cut down by optimizing timings, similar
to the Andor. The horizontal shift could be accelerated to the same speed
as the Andor. Altogether, this could lower the readout time to ≈ 50 µs.

I conclude that in our case, the state analysis and transfer time are sub
µs. The state discrimination time is dominated by the exposure and camera
readout time. With our setup, see Table 4.1, I estimate

tdisc ≈ 225 µs (4.6)

for a frame size of 5×128. This enables parallel readout of 7 to 60 ions in
chain with infidelities on the order of 10−4, see Section 4.1.2. Combining the
sensor optimized for fast readout with high quantum efficiency and an ideal
lens, see Section 4.1.5, one could achieve state discrimination times around
72 µs with infidelities of 10−4.
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4.3 Detector Comparison

In this section, I compare state-of the art EMCCD, CMOS and multi-channel
PMT detectors and evaluate their performance for low-latency and high-
fidelity parallel readout of ion chains. This allows us to assess the use of
commercially available cameras for parallel ion readout in our setup. As
introduced in Section 1.3, multi-channel PMTs have already been used for
low-latency parallel readout [4, 12]. EMCCDs cameras have been used for
high-fidelity parallel readout with slow image post-processing [13, 14], while
CMOS cameras represent a promising candidate for low-latency readout due
to potentially faster camera readout. As a summary, I give pros and cons
and conclude why we choose an EMCCD camera as a novel approach for
providing low-latency readout in a fast feedback system.

As an example, scenario 1 with ROI 1 from Section 4.1 is used for the
comparison. It is assumed that a similar spatial distribution can be achieved
for all detectors by adjusting the magnification to compensate for differ-
ent sensor sizes. The mean photon numbers for the CMOS and PMT are
obtained from the EMCCD values. The CIC noise is subtracted and the dif-
ferent quantum efficiencies are accounted for. For the multi-channel PMT,
alternating channels are used to image the ions, like in [12]. The electronic
cross talk generally depends on next-nearest neighbors via optical cross talk.
It is approximated by adding 2 × 0.6% of the bright photon number from
the nearest neighbors to both dark and bright state. This approximation is
good, since cross talk is small compared to the neighboring ion signal. In
scenario 1, the electronic cross talk is of the same order of magnitude as the
optical one. To match the high count values of the EMCCD, the CMOS and
PMT counts are multiplied by a factor

β′ =
β

G
, (4.7)

where β is the conversion factor and G the EM gain of the EMCCD. They
are also shifted by the EMCCD offset µ. These operations leave the overlap
between dark and bright state invariant.

Figure 4.11 shows the dark and bright state distribution for the three
different sensor types. The different limitations of the detectors are visible
in the shape and tails of the count distributions: The PMT is shot noise
limited, but has an increased dark state photon number due to electronic
cross talk. Still, the dark state tail drops off fast. The bright state photon
number however suffers from a low quantum efficiency. This results in a
reduced state separation between dark and bright and an increased overlap.
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Figure 4.11: Comparison between EMCCD, CMOS and multi-channel PMT.
Shown is the bright and dark state distribution for scenario 1 with ROI 1
and the corresponding optimal threshold (red vertical line). Unlike other
simulations, the EMCCD has enhanced quantum efficiency Q = 90%. The
exposure time is reduced to texp = 70 µs. The details and mean photon
numbers for each detector can be found in Table 4.2.
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Figure 4.12: Summary of different sensor technologies for parallel ion read-
out. Presented are the pros and cons of state-of-the-art EMCCD, CMOS
and multi-channel PMTs.

The EMCCD is excess noise limited. It is similar to the shot noise limit
with an additional noise factor introduced by the probabilistic gain mecha-
nism. The dark state tail is less steep than the PMT one, and the bright
state distribution is broadened, reducing the readout fidelity. The CMOS is
readout noise limited, showing a broad dark state distribution. The bright
state distribution is not affected by the high readout noise. The uncertainty
for the dark state increases the overlap. The EMCCD and CMOS have sim-
ilar readout infidelity below 10−4, while the PMT is an order of magnitude
higher. The comparison between sensors is summarized in Fig. 4.12.

The CMOS camera used for this comparison represents a family of cam-
eras with high UV sensitivity that are promising candidates for ion read out.
At the time of writing, the available models however do not have a Camera
Link interface and are thus not suitable for low-latency readout. The readout
fidelities for CMOS cameras reduce drastically as we go to higher magnifica-
tions since readout noise is added in digital binning. Only low magnification
scenarios are feasible and require high precision in alignment. These sce-
narios are always prone to cross talk and require optimized optical setups.
CMOS systems are less scalable since the pixel uniformity is low. Finding
good pixels with little readout in a row might be hard, and changes from
sensor to sensor. Even though CMOS readout can in principle be faster due
to its architecture, camera readout times have not been measured or verified,
partly due to lack of Camera Link. Still, CMOS are close in performance
to EMCCDs for certain scenarios. CMOS with high quantum efficiencies,
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lower readout noise and better pixel uniformity might be an option for fast
parallel ion readout in the future.

Multi-channel PMTs require very high magnifications due to the large
sensor size. This makes imaging of long ion chains problematic. Even though
they are shot noise limited, PMT technology is old and has limited quantum
efficiency. The interface is simpler than Camera Link and readout times
are negligible. The high time resolution can be used in state discrimination
protocols to effectively reduce cross talk (electronic or optical). This can
decrease readout infidelity by up to 30% compared to conventional thresh-
olding [12]. In this case, an average readout infidelity over all possible states
of 10−2 is achieved in 150 µs.

We choose an EMCCD for this project for the following reasons: Low
readout noise and high pixel uniformity offer a high flexibility since both low
and high magnifications scenarios are supported. Optical cross talk can be
reduced with high magnifications, which means EMCCD can work even in
non-ideal setups. Due to the spatial resolution, camera readout is scalable
to longer ion chains or larger ion crystals with low magnifications. Even
though EMCCDs suffer from an analog bottleneck, readout times have been
measured and suffice our requirements. Although EMCCDs have excess
and CIC noise, they offer high quantum efficiencies and can achieve high-
fidelity readout. In our case, the estimated readout infidelity is 10−4 for
state discrimination times of around 225 µs.
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Summary and Outlook

In this work, I have evaluated the feasibility of integrating cameras into ex-
periment control systems for low-latency and high-fidelity parallel readout of
trapped ions. I have shown that using a commercially available EMCCD and
performing fast image analysis on an FPGA, we expect to achieve parallel
readout with an upper-bound readout infidelity of 10−4 in 225 µs for up to
60 ions in a linear chain.

The readout device proposed in this work is developed as a standalone
and can thus be easily integrated into existing experiment control systems.
It is based on EMCCD sensors that offer higher sensitivity than PMTs and
have negligible readout noise. Despite their excess noise, they can be used for
high-fidelity readout that reaches the threshold for fault tolerant quantum
computation. Digital binning, which is only limited by CIC noise, makes
both low and high magnification scenarios possible. The spatial information
gained from sensor arrays gives the ability to mitigate optical cross talk,
which is necessary for non-optimized imaging systems. Our readout device
offers a scalable solution that benefits from a substantial speed up thanks to
parallel readout of multiple ions. The carefully selected Nuvu HNU 128 cam-
era has sufficiently fast sensor readout and allows for short exposure times
due to its high sensitivity. We gain multiple orders of magnitude on pro-
cessing time by using Camera Link and FPGAs for real time state analysis
instead of post-processing images on a PC. This enables low-latency state de-
tection and opens the path for cameras to be used in fast measurement-based
feedback loops for QEC codes. Using the Camera Link standard guarantees
that our device is future-proof, since it can also support improved camera
models. Further, the FPGA hardware is scalable up to 400 ions with the
current implementation.

The next step is to verify the simulation results in an experiment. For
this, we require a setup that can trap three ions in a linear chain, con-
trol single ion states, and induce state-dependent fluorescence for all ions.
By repeatedly preparing the ions in a known state and performing readout,
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the readout fidelity can be measured. This experiment requires the imple-
mentation of some additional software features. Firstly, the state of the ions
determined during image analysis has to be buffered on the FPGA and made
accessible for analysis. Secondly, the calibration of the ROI and thresholds
required for the state discrimination algorithm needs to be automated in a
Python script.

This project can be extended by implementing the iterative thresholding
method on the FPGA, which can improve the average readout fidelity over
all ion states. Furthermore, more advanced state discrimination algorithms
can be considered. Their performance needs to be evaluated and their fea-
sibility for an FPGA implementation has to be assessed. For example, the
spatial maximum likelihood method uses more spatial information to further
mitigate cross talk and improve readout fidelity. With improved hardware,
a faster state discrimination could be achieved while maintaining the high
readout fidelity. Specifically, a diffraction-limited lens with a NA of 0.5, and
a camera which has 90% quantum efficiency and is optimized for low-latency,
could lower the state discrimination time to 72 µs. A comparison between
state-of-the-art EMCCD, CMOS and multi-channel PMT detectors points
towards the fact that EMCCDs are currently the best option for low-latency
and high-fidelity parallel readout of ions. Nevertheless, improved CMOS
cameras might be good candidates for ion readout, since under specific con-
ditions current CMOS already perform as well as EMCCDs. In particular,
they should have a Camera Link interface, high quantum efficiency, reduced
readout noise and a higher pixel uniformity. The tools developed in this
project can be used to simulate such future cameras based on their specifi-
cations and compare them to existing solutions.
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